
      

The 4th Global Competition/Exhibition on Systematic Innovation 
(GCSI) 

Call For Project Exhibition/Competitions 
 

Your outstanding innovation deserves Global Recognitions in the International 
Arena! 

Innovation maybe accidental, systematic innovation is destined! 
http://www.systematic-innovation.org/gcsi2014  e-mail: gcsi2014@systematic-innovation.org 

Accompanying Conference: www.systematic-innovaton.org/icsi2014 
First place award: USD 3,000 + platinum medal award + certificate 

Upto USD 8,000 awards+medals+certificates awaiting you. 
Multiple gold/silver/bronze medals awards available 

Author’s live presentation is NOT required to win, though encouraged. 
I. Organizers:  

Sponsor: The Society of Systematic Innovation (SSI) 

Co-Sponsors: IE Dept. of San Jose State University, International TRIZ Association (MA TRIZ) 

 

II. Background and Objectives 
Systematic Innovation is a field of knowledge and practical tools which can enable us to systematically 

identify innovation opportunities and/or arrive at innovative problem solutions. To date, the great majority of 

innovation ideas come from brain storming type of random processes or spontaneous genius. Both of the 

situations are either hard to come by or highly unpredictable. In addition, they do not expose us to a full solution 

space for us to choose the best available solutions. Although, the results are important, the processes to 

generate the results are vitally important to determine if the desirable results can be achieved reliably. 

Systematic Innovation knowledge and tools provide systematic processes to enable humans to identify 

opportunities and solve problems reliably. However, the existing invention/innovation competitions all focus on 

the results with no consideration at all on the process of generating ideas.  

In this highly competitive world, innovation is a survival necessity. We believe that Random Innovation can 

only help companies to survive but not to excel. To excel, a company needs to deploy systematic innovation! 

It is believed that “Innovation may be accidental, systematic innovation is destined”. The goals of this global 

exhibition/competition are to promote systematic innovation and help the proliferation of innovation 

results. In order to nurture the ability to generate innovative ideas reliably and to see the full solution space of 

problems, the Society of Systematic Innovation (SSI) established the world’s only Global Competition on 

Systematic Innovation (GCSI). You participation of project competition is cordially invited. 

Innovations/Inventions are all welcome. Multiple medals and certificates will be awarded to a number of winners. 

The GCSI is organized in corporation with the “International Conference on Systematic Innovation” 

(http://www.systematic-innovation.org/icsi2014/) where papers are presented. You are also invited to submit 

your paper(s). Those who participate in both events will enjoy a special 20% discount on both sides. 
 

III. Special Features Of The Competition 
The GCSI is established with the below distinguishing features: 



      

A. Both “Opportunity Identification” and “Problem Solving” types of projects are valued.  

In fact, “identifying the right thing to do” is far more important than “doing the thing right”. As such, in 

addition to “Device Innovations”, “Process Innovations”, “Service or Business Model Innovations” are 

all valued. 

B. Both results and idea generating processes are accounted for in the evaluation of each project. 

In all the existing invention or innovation competitions, only the results are evaluated. The Society of 

Systematic Innovation believes random innovation can only produce sporadic results probably good for 

survival. To excel in the competitive world, establishing and maintaining a sustainable and consistent 

strong flow of innovation is needed. Promoting systematic innovation is the way to institutionalize an 

innovation culture. The Process of doing the systematic innovation is the long-term guarantee of 

sustainable innovation results. 

 

IV. Types of Projects 

Project categories: 

A. New product/device invention or innovative improvements 

B. Innovative Process Improvement or invention 

C. Innovative Service model or Processes 

D. Others（Specify for consideration） 

All teams from all sectors are welcome. After the final evaluations of all projects, the projects from academe 

are re-considered for academic awards which consist of Gold/Silver/Bronze medals. An academic team 

should consist of ALL members from the academic sectors. 

 

V. Assessment Policy 
(A) All categories/types of the Competition projects will be reviewed in accordance with the 

following assessment criteria: 

1. Systematic Process: The processes/ways to generate the innovation: the systematic innovation 

and problem-solving methods (40%). 

2. Function, utility, benefits: Potential benefits of the project to the industries and societies, taking 

into account of safety and environmental considerations, ease of operation, ease of maintenance, 

compatibility with external systems, expandability, energy consumption, or other provided 

benefits. (30%). 

3. Level of innovation: the technology and/or impact level of the innovation/invention (15%). 

4. Practicality, Feasibility for commercialization, Aesthetic/Simplicity: current technology 

maturity, assess the future of this potential for expanding sales of new products (including area, 

volume, amount, etc.). (15%). 

 
(B) Review Committee reserves the right to adjust the rating weights if a special situation warrants.

 

 
VI. Evaluation processes  



      

I. Preliminary evaluations: All projects will be reviewed according to the above mentioned criteria 

for assessment by experts. Preliminary evaluations do NOT call for any physical 

presentations. Those projects which pass the preliminary evaluations become the finalist projects. 

II. Final evaluations: International Review Committee will meet and listen to the finalist project 

reports at the exhibition site. Live presentation of the project is a plus but not required. The 

review committee will determine the quality of the innovation and the number of winners for each 

category. Those who personally present in the exhibition site will be asked to present/demonstrate 

their projects. If there is no presenter on site, the Judges will evaluate based on video and 

whatever is submitted and displayed on the exhibition site. Physical presence of the authors is 

highly encouraged but not required in the final evaluations. 

III. Judges of the review committee will be composed of international experts in related fields of 

systematic innovation. 

 

VII. Awards 
The awards will be allocated based on the quality of the innovations. Multiple Gold medals, Silver medals,  

Bronze medals, and Honorable Mentions will be awarded. All Awardees will be presented with certificates 

and appropriate medals in the closing ceremony of the 2014 International Conference on Systematic 

Innovation. (http://www.systematic-innovation.org/gcsi2014) The best high quality projects in open 

category will also be given monetary awards with below scale: 

First place award: USD 3,000 + Platinum medal award + Certificate 
Second place award: USD 2,000 + Platinum medal award + Certificate 
Third place award: USD 1,000 + Platinum medal award + Certificate 

Merit awards: Free conf. registration (~USD 500) + Gold medal + Certificate 
Multiple gold/silver/bronze medals awards available 

Up to USD 8,000 in total + medal awards + certificates 
 

(* The Review Committee reserves the right to adjust the number of awardees based on the quality of 

the projects.) 

 

VIII.  Required Submissions 
I. For preliminary evaluation: submit a completed Project Registration Form which describes 

the essence of the innovation with emphasis on features of the innovation, systematic methods on 

how to arrive at the innovation, contributions, and current implementation situation. Optional brief 

background of the authors/inventors can also be attached. Please download the project 

registration form from the GCSI web site or send request e-mail to 

gcsi2014@systematic-innovation.org.  

II. For final competition: Those projects passed the preliminary evaluation are invited to submit 

additional project package for the final review which includes: a) a poster, b) a powerpoint 

presentation file, and c) a video explanation in less than 25 minutes, normally the presentation of 



      

the powerpoint file. Up to 16 pages of A4 contents (Totals to an A0 size) can be included in the 

poster file ready for hardcopy printing. The format and contents of the Poster file may be extracted 

from the powerpoint presentation file indicated previously with the distinction that all information 

is to be included in one A0 size page. All submissions should be in electronic format. The files 

will be included in a publication CD/DVD/USB with an ISSN number. To the minimum, the 

poster and the video are required for those authors who are not able to present on site. It is 

strongly encourage that the team submit all three items. 

III. Contents of the poster, presentation file, video should include at least the following components: 

Project Title, Team Members & Affiliations (names, organization, company, country, etc.), 

Problem Statement, Systematic Process/Tools which were used to solve the problem, Results, 

Impacts/Benefits/Constraints of the project. 

IV. File name convention: Category –Project_Name-Author_FamilyName-Submission_Date. For 

example: A -CMP_invention-Clinton-110201. Submission date format: -yymmdd. 

V. Each project team can be of single or multiple persons. There is no limit on the number of projects 

a person/team can submit. 

 
 

IX. Entry details  
1. The registration fee for each project: USD 250 per project. 

2. The GCSI Organizer will invite participants passing the preliminary screening to introduce their work 

in the final exhibition. If the finalists cannot attend or send representatives to demonstrate their 

projects, the Judging Panel will grade upon the project materials which include at least a video 

presentation. Absence of the presenters/inventors will not affect the eligibility of the award. However, 

physical presence provides opportunities to interact with the Judges and to demonstrate to spectators 

who may be interested in the project possibly introducing business opportunities. 

3. Finalist exhibition site coincides with the venue of the 5th International Conference on Systematic 

Innovation. Awardees will be announced and recognized at the closing ceremony of the Conference.  

4. Projects must be presented in English. Poster Formats: .jpg or .pdf; Presentation format: .ppt file and 

video format: .flv, .mpg, or any standard video format. 

5. Important dates: 

- Due date for Project Registration: April 15, 2014 

- Notification of first screening results: April 30, 2014 

- Due date for final Project Package: July 15, 2014 

- Final exhibition & Award: July 16-18, 2014 at ICSI conference, San Jose, California, USA. 

- Global award announcement on web site: by August 31, 2014. 

6. Other details & updates: See the GCSI website and download / upload the relevant information. 

http://www.systematic-innovation.org/gcsi2014. e-mail: gcsi2014@systematic-innovation.org 

7. In case needed, the address for project CD/DVD submission is: 

GCSI Program, The Society of Systematic Innovation 

6th Fl., # 352, Section 2, Guan-Fu Road, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300 


